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Star Wars Legacy Of The Force Viii Revelation
Legacy Of The Force 8 Revelation
Four generations of Jedi come together in a story which traces the legacies of Lorian Nod,
Dooku, Qui-Gon Jinn, Obi-Wan Kenobi, and Anakin Skywalker.
Collects Star Wars: Legacy (2013) #1-5. Ania Solo is just a girl trying to make her way in the
galaxy - and have a little adventure along the way! But when she stumbles upon a broken
communications droid and a missing lightsaber, a little adventure turns into a whole lot of
trouble...for Ania and her friends!
Legacy continues to expand into the uncharted future of the Star Wars universe! A shakeup in
the Sith leadership has made the galaxy a worse place, not a better one. On the planet of Dac,
the Mon Calamari are still feeling the wrath of Darth Krayt—their punishment for betraying the
Sith Empire. Meanwhile, a victory has turned sour—and possibly deadly—for Cade Skywalker
and his companions. And the Galactic Alliance comes closer to forming an alliance with
deposed Emperor Roan Fel’s forces against their mutual enemy. Now, if they can just agree
on who that enemy is...
One hundred years after the events in Return of the Jedi, Luke's descendant Cade Skywalker
is captured by the Sith, Emperor Darth Krayt unveils his true identity, and a secret chapter in
the life of Obi-Wan Kenobi is revealed. When Cade attempts to rescue the Jedi he turned over
to the Sith during his days as a bounty hunter, the last Skywalker soon finds himself in the
clutches of Darth Krayt. There, Cade must confront his past and decide once and for all: will he
remain the Emperor's prisoner or become his thrall? Learn whether the Skywalker line lives up
to the triumph of Luke or returns to the tragedy of Anakin! • Collects Star Wars: Legacy
#14-#19. • This is the future of Star Wars and it's exclusive to Dark Horse! • This series is a
continuation of the stories that began with the original trilogy.
Cade Skywalker just wants to be left alone. But when you and your friends have just blown up
half of the Sith Temple, cut down two of Emperor Darth Krayt's most trusted minions, and you
happen to be the last known heir of the Skywalker legacy, people--bad people, and lots of
them--are going to come knocking. The Empire's retaliatory genocide on Mon Calamari is just
the icing on the cake. Cade and his bounty-hunter band realize that something must be done!
If only there was somebody to help Cade save the galaxy and get the Sith off his back. Maybe
a bunch of Jedi? The secrets of the Hidden Temple are revealed-along with a spy who was
once a friend! * This is the future of Star Wars, the continuation of the story that started in the
original trilogy, and none of it has been seen before. * Collects issues #23 - #26
Collects Star Wars: Legacy (2006) #20-36, 41, 0-1/2. Feel the full fury of the Sith! Continue to
explore the legacy of Star Wars, a century in the future! With the Sith Empire and the Galactic
Alliance locked in war, Admiral Gar Stazi steers his flagship the Indomitable into all-out space
combat! Emperor Krayt sets out to teach the galaxy a lesson in obedience! And bounty hunter
Cade Skywalker and his ragtag group settle scores! But when Cade heads to a hidden temple,
will he find Jedi for a new age? Master of magic Darth Wyyrlok undertakes his own crucial
mission, the Mon Calamari face extinction and Rogue Squadron encounters Mandalorian
mayhem. But when the era-spanning Celeste Morne arrives in the future, will she be the secret
weapon that will help Cade take down Emperor Krayt once and for all?
No war can last forever. Now, in the long and punishing battle between the defiant champions
of the New Jedi Order and the juggernaut that is the Galactic Alliance, the endgame is finally at
hand. With so much lost–and nothing less than the course of the future still at stake–there can
be no turning back. No matter the consequences. The rebel cause is losing ground under the
twin blows of Admiral Gilad Pellaeon’ s assassination and the death of Mara Jade Skywalker.
At the same time, having gained the support of the Imperial Remnant and its ruthlessly efficient
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forces, the Galactic Alliance, with the extraordinary power and dark brilliance of newly
ascendant Sith Lord Darth Caedus at its helm, may be unstoppable. Tormented and torn
between the call of duty and the thirst for vengeance, Luke has searched the Force and beheld
an unspeakable vision of the galaxy enslaved under tyranny more monstrous than even
Palpatine’s. Now it seems that the last, best hope lies in mobilizing the scattered Jedi for one
decisive search-and-destroy mission. The objective: eliminate Darth Caedus. It’s a plan that
will be as difficult and dangerous to execute as it is daring. For Caedus is a scion of both the
Skywalker and Solo bloodlines whose command of the Force surpasses even that of his
grandfather Darth Vader. There is only one who is bound by destiny to stand against him in
what will surely be a duel to the death, only one with an outside chance of bringing down the
dark lord who was once Jacen Solo. Failure is not an option. The furious final moments
between power and peace are here, and whoever confronts Darth Caedus will decide the
outcome–and the fate of those left standing. Features a bonus section following the novel that
includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from
some of the most popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
Jacen Solo's plans for galactic conquest are threatened when his parents, Han and Leia, join
forces with the Corellian rebels, while Luke struggles to deal with his grief over the loss of his
wife, and Jaina, Jag, and Zekk search for the assassin, unaware that their nemesis is a master
of Sith powers. Original.
Collects Star Wars: Legacy (2006) #20-36, 41. A century after the death of Darth
Vader, the Sith have returned and the galaxy is on the brink of war. The one
hope for stopping the Sith lies with ex-Jedi and would-be pirate Cade Skywalker,
the last of the Skywalker lineage. But Cade has plans of his own . . .
BetrayalRandom House
The Republic is rocked by war! As the galaxy descends into confl ict, Separatists
target the Republic's crucial cloning facility - and only a squadron of Starfi ghters
and a battalion of Jedi-led clone troopers stand in the way! Meanwhile, Naboo,
home of Padmé Amidala, is the next Separatist target! How will General Obi-Wan
Kenobi and Anakin Skywalker react as the Clone Wars begin? And while the
battle rages, Mace Windu struggles to reunite the divided Jedi! Peacemaker
Shaak Ti goes on the off ensive! Aayla Secura heads undercover! Yoda holds the
fate of a world in his hands! And Count Dooku pulls all the strings!
COLLECTING: STAR WARS: REPUBLIC 49-54; STAR WARS: JEDI - MACE
WINDU, SHAAK TI, AAYLA SECURA, COUNT DOOKU
"In a galaxy struggling to rebuild after war, Ania Solo comes into possession of a
lightsaber and finds herself and her friends pursued by a Sith warrior posing as
an Imperial Knight"--
This title continues the story of the 'Star Wars Legacy' series, set 138 years after
Luke destroys the Death Star
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl, bestselling author of
acclaimed novel The Dante Club, explores the little-known true story of the
kidnapping of legendary pioneer Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic
aftermath that rippled across the nation. On a quiet midsummer day in 1776,
weeks after the signing of the Declaration of Independence, thirteen-year-old
Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy and Fanny Callaway disappear near the
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Kentucky settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their faraway screams
lingering on the air. A Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party has taken the girls as the
latest salvo in the blood feud between American Indians and the colonial settlers
who have decimated native lands and resources. Hanging Maw, the raiders’
leader, recognizes one of the captives as Jemima Boone, daughter of Kentucky's
most influential pioneers, and realizes she could be a valuable pawn in the battle
to drive the colonists out of the contested Kentucky territory for good. With Daniel
Boone and his posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan that could
ultimately bring greater peace both to the tribes and the colonists. But after the
girls find clever ways to create a trail of clues, the raiding party is ambushed by
Boone and the rescuers in a battle with reverberations that nobody could predict.
As Matthew Pearl reveals, the exciting story of Jemima Boone’s kidnapping
vividly illuminates the early days of America’s westward expansion, and the
violent and tragic clashes across cultural lines that ensue. In this enthralling
narrative in the tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl
unearths a forgotten and dramatic series of events from early in the
Revolutionary War that opens a window into America’s transition from colony to
nation, with the heavy moral costs incurred amid shocking new alliances and
betrayals.
The future of Star Wars is here in an all-new adventure set more than a century
after Return of the Jedi and the New Jedi Order! The Jedi Temple is attacked, an
Emperor is betrayed, and the Sith are born anew! A lot can happen in a hundred
years, but that's just the beginning of the story! Not since Luke Skywalker first
stepped aboard the Millennium Falcon has the galaxy seemed like such a vast,
exciting, dangerous place! Readers will meet a host of new characters, see fleets
of new spaceships, and visit scores of exotic locations—some new and some
familiar. This is a perfect jumping-on point for any reader. • Collects issues #1-#3
and #5-#7 of the Legacy series.
Collects Star Wars: Legacy (2013) #6-10. Ania Solo and Imperial Knight Jao
Assam break with the Galactic Triumvirate to track down the Sith Lord Darth
Wredd. The trail leads Ania and Jao to a dead Mon Calamari planet—and
another Sith Lord and his army of pirates!
Cade Skywalker and his crew are back to their old pirating ways, but soon find
themselves stranded on Tatooine - with a trio of Black Sun assassins on their
trail! Elsewhere, Imperial deep-cover agent Morrigan Corde has plans of her own.
She'll stop at nothing to fi nd Cade...but the ghost of Luke Skywalker just might
find him first! Meanwhile, with Darth Krayt missing, the evil Sith Darth Wyyrlok
has proclaimed himself the new emperor of the galaxy. But the other Sith have
their own ideas! And when the overthrown Empire-in-exile prepares to take back
control of the galaxy with their own Force users, will the Jedi join them to defeat a
common enemy? In the far future of Star Wars, nothing is what it seems!
COLLECTING: STAR WARS: LEGACY (2006) 37-40, 42-50; STAR WARS:
LEGACY - WAR (2010) 1-6
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It's an all-out war as the Sith emperor returns from the dead-stronger, more evil,
more determined, and prepared to unleash a new secret weapon upon the
galaxy! Roan Fel's loyalist Imperials, the Galactic Alliance, and the Jedi are all on
the defensive-reeling from the attacks by the unified Sith. But Cade Skywalker
has his own plans for this war--all this time spent running from his legacy has
finally shown him that he can't run . . . and he must stand alone against Darth
Krayt! Collects the six-issue miniseries. "It's the sort of epic Star Wars story that
you've come to expect from the comic run that introduced us to The Old
Republic, only this time it's set in the far future of the Star Wars universe. Legacy:
War is highly recommended." -Furious Fanboys
Meet Ahsoka Tano, a brave Jedi-in-training--also known as a Padawan--in this
Star Wars Little Golden Book written by Ashley Eckstein! This Little Golden Book
follows the journey of Ahsoka Tano, a brave Padawan from the epic Star Wars
space saga, as she learns the mysterious ways of the Force from her Jedi
teachers Anakin Skywalker, Yoda, and Obi-Wan Kenobi. Written by Ashley
Eckstein, the voice of Ahsoka Tano in the Star Wars: The Clone Wars and Star
Wars: Rebels animated series, this beautifully-illustrated book is perfect for Star
Wars--and Little Golden Book--fans of all ages!
As Jacen Solo continues his rise to power, he grows increasingly like his
grandfather, Darth Vader, and his evil Sith mentor, Emperor Palpatine, until he is
forced to make a horrifying choice that will forever change his own life and those
of the Skywalker and Solo families. Reprint.
Cade Skywalker returns to the place of his father's last stand against the Sith and
finds far more than ghosts in this volume filled with revelations about the future of
Star Wars! Discover how the Empire joined forces with the Sith to defeat the
Galactic Alliance in the war to dominate the galaxy—only to have Darth Krayt and
his legion of followers usurp ultimate power for themselves! Follow the fate of an
Empire divided, with battles pitting stormtrooper against stormtrooper, and Sith
assassins bent on taking the life of deposed Emperor Roan Fel! Witness a galaxy
in turmoil, and the decisions that will shape its future! • This is the future of Star
Wars, the continuation of the story that started in the original trilogy, and none of
it has been seen before.
Han and Leia endeavor to keep an increasingly unstable Jedi Order out of the
control of government security; while Luke and his son, Ben, search a mysterious
region of space for clues about Jacen's fall to the dark side. Reprint. A best-
selling novel.
Uncover the secrets of the Skywalkers: the family that shaped a galaxy far, far
away... The Skywalker story has everything: passion, intrigue, heroism, and dark
deeds. This revelatory biography explores every twist and turn of the Skywalker
dynasty: the slow seduction to the dark side of Anakin; his doomed marriage to
Padmé Amidala; the heroics of Luke and Leia; the fall and redemption of Han
Solo and Princess Leia's son, Ben; and the struggles of his dyad in the Force,
Rey. Leaving no stone unturned in tracing the dynasty's trials and tribulations,
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this definitive biography of Star Wars' first family explores and explains the
deeper, more personal story of the Skywalkers, their characters, motivations,
and, against seemingly impossible odds, their ultimate triumph. © AND TM 2021
LUCASFILM LTD.
Acclaimed, New York Times best-selling author Adam Gidwitz delivers a
captivating retelling of Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back like you've never
experienced before, infusing the iconic, classic tale of good versus evil with a
unique perspective and narrative style that will speak directly to today's young
readers while enhancing the Star Wars experience for core fans of the saga.
A return to the planet where it all began—Tatooine! One hundred and thirty-three
years after the death of Darth Vader, the Skywalker line has reached another low
point—in the person of the last living heir, Cade Skywalker. Cade has abandoned
his Jedi heritage for plans of quick wealth and a pirate's life. And his actions have
attracted all of the wrong kinds of attention. Tracked by Imperial agents and
targeted by Black Sun assassins, Cade is run to ground on Tatooine, where his
two most famous ancestors had roots. But even if he can evade those who are
trying to kill him, Cade can't escape the family legacy. Before this adventure is
over, Cade will be forced to think about who he is and who he wants to
be—helped along by his mother, his half sister, and the ghost of Luke Skywalker!
New York Times bestseller Star Wars: Legacy includes the uncharted future of
Star Wars and the Skywalkers! This volume collects issues #37-#41.
Collects Star Wars: Legacy (2013) #16-18, Handbook. When Darth Wredd
breaks Imperial Knight Jao Assam out of prison, he clearly has big plans that
involve both the Triumvirate and the remaining Sith. If Jao could be turned to the
dark side, the whole Triumvirate could be in jeopardy. Empress Fel enlists Ania
Solo and her friends in a covert rescue mission--but Ania and her pals are
unaware they're headed into a showdown between the Sith and the Imperial
Knights (and their stormtrooper allies) that could alter the balance of power in the
galaxy!
The first story follows four generations of Jedi, including Dooku, Qui-Gon Jinn,
Obi-Wan Kenobi, and Anakin Skywalker; and, when Obi-Wan and Siri fall in love,
their relationship has unforeseen consequences for generations to come.
As civil war spreads throughout the galaxy, the Solo/Skywalker clan confronts its
own challenges, as Jacen Solo, now a full Sith Lord, seizes control of the
Galactic Alliance and Luke Skywalker must decide whether or not to support
Jacen or to join the re
Fighting alongside the Corellian rebels, Han and Leia are locked in a war against
their son Jacen, who grows more powerful and more dangerous with each
passing day. Nothing can stop Jacen’s determination to bring peace with a
glorious Galactic Alliance victory–whatever the price. While Luke grieves the loss
of his beloved wife and deals with his guilt over killing the wrong person in
retaliation, Jaina, Jag, and Zekk hunt for the real assassin, unaware that the
culprit commands Sith powers that can cloud their minds and misdirect their
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attacks–and even turn them back on themselves. As Luke and Ben Skywalker
struggle to find their place among the chaos, Jacen, shunned by friends and
family, launches an invasion to rescue the only person still loyal to him. But with
the battle raging on, and the galaxy growing more turbulent and riotous, there’s
no question that it is Jacen who is most wanted: dead or alive. Features a bonus
section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star
Wars books of the last thirty years!
"Darth Maul wages war against Darth Sidious and his generals Count Dooku and
General Grievous with his allies in the Shadow Collective"--
Zelie Adebola remembers when the soil of Or sha hummed with magic. Burners
ignited flames, Tiders beckoned waves, and Zelie s Reaper mother summoned
forth souls. But everything changed the night magic disappeared. Under the
orders of a ruthless king, maji were killed, leaving Zelie without a mother and her
people without hope.
This is the era of Luke Skywalker's legacy: the Jedi Master has unified the order
into a cohesive group of powerful Jedi Knights. However, as this era begins,
planetary interests threaten to disrupt this time of relative peace and Luke is
plagued by visio
A new era of exciting adventures and shocking revelations continues to unfold, as the
legendary Star Wars saga sweeps forward into astonishing new territory. Civil war
looms as the fledgling Galactic Alliance confronts a growing number of rebellious
worlds–and the approaching war is tearing the Skywalker and Solo families apart. Han
and Leia return to Han’s homeworld, Corellia, the heart of the resistance. Their
children, Jacen and Jaina, are soldiers in the Galactic Alliance’s campaign to crush the
insurgents. Jacen, now a complete master of the Force, has his own plans to bring
order to the galaxy. Guided by his Sith mentor, Lumiya, and with Luke’s young son Ben
at his side, Jacen embarks on the same path that his grandfather Darth Vader once did.
And while Han and Leia watch their only son become a stranger, a secret assassin
entangles the couple with a dreaded name from Han’s past: Boba Fett. In the new
galactic order, friends and enemies are no longer what they seem. . . . Features a
bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star Wars expanded
universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most popular Star Wars
books of the last thirty years!
Forty years after the Battle of Yavin a dangerous new era in the Star Wars epic begins–
the revelations are shocking, the stakes desperate, and the enemy everywhere. As civil
war threatens the unity of the Galactic Alliance, Han and Leia Solo have enraged their
families and the Jedi by joining the Corellian insurgents. But the Solos draw the line
when they discover the rebels’ plot to make the Hapan Consortium an ally– which rests
upon Hapan nobles murdering their pro-Alliance queen and her daughter. Yet the
Solos’ selfless determination to save the queen cannot dispel the inescapable
consequences of their actions, that will pit mother against son and brother against sister
in the battles ahead. For as Jacen Solo’s dark powers grow stronger under the Dark
Jedi Lumiya, and his influence over Ben Skywalker becomes more insidious, Luke’s
concern for his nephew forces him into a life-and-death struggle against his fiercest foe,
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and Han and Leia Solo find themselves at the mercy of their deadliest enemy . . . their
son. Features a bonus section following the novel that includes a primer on the Star
Wars expanded universe, and over half a dozen excerpts from some of the most
popular Star Wars books of the last thirty years!
As Jacen Solo continues his victorious campaign against the Corellian rebels, Han and
Leia Solo and Luke and Mara Skywalker begin to suspect that someone has been
manipulating the war, and unless the enemy can be stopped, galactic peace will be
impossible.
The story continues, as Jacen solidifies his power in his bid to bring peace to the
galaxy, and the Skywalker and Solo families are torn apart by war.
When Darth Wredd breaks Imperial Knight Jao Assam out of prison, he clearly has big
plans that involve both the Triumvirate and the remaining Sith. If Jao could be turned to
the dark side, the whole Triumvirate could be in jeopardy. Empress Fel enlists Ania
Solo and her friends in a covert rescue mission - but Ania and her pals are unaware
they're headed into a showdown between the Sith and the Imperial Knights
With the fate of the galaxy hanging in the balance, Jaina Solor, Ben Skywalker, and
Luke Skywalker all contemplate previously unthinkable strategies in order to take down
the tyrannical Sith Lord Jacen Solo.
Cade Skywalker flies solo into Coruscant, capital of the Galactic Empire. His destination
is the Sith Temple, his mission to rescue the Jedi he once turned in for a bounty. Cade
will confront Darth Krayt, the keeper of a secret that will reveal an untold chapter in the
history of Cade's legendary lineage.
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